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MAIN INFORMATION

Project youTurn gathers young people, youth workers, political and administrative representatives of municipalities in the Alps. The project was empowered young people to actively take part in political decision making on a local level and to engage in communal life.
Furthermore, youTurn aims at promoting cooperation and knowledge transfer on youth participation across the municipal, regional and national boundaries.

The projects objectives are to gather good practices in youth participation, to exchange experience and, inspired by this exchange, to jointly implement a concrete project in every municipality.

Thereby municipal youth policy will be strengthened and young people will be motivated to get active.
Main Information

- Duration of the project
  February 2016 – March 2017

- International meetings:
  1. Schaan (FL)
  2. Chambéry (FR)
• Lead partner:
  Cipra International (FL)

• Partner organisations are the municipalities of:
  Chambery (FR),
  L'Argentière-La Bessée (FR),
  Montafon (AT),
  Nenzing (AT),
  Schaan (FL),
  Siegsdorf (DE)
  Bregenzerwald (AT)
As well:

- Alpine Town of the Year,
- Alliance in the Alps,
- Nature Park Nagelfluhkette.
1. International meetings in Schaan
2. INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS IN CHAMBERY
PROJECT PRESENTATIONS
Nenzing –
Insects Hotels

Idea Collection

Manufacturing
PROJECT DAY
- IMPROVE THE LOCAL ICE RINK
Foot path with a difference in altitude of 300 meters

Discovery of the miners way, from the center of l’Argentièrè to the mines:

14 stops about nature, heritage, history…
SCHAAN –
YOUTH HOUSE
MONTAFON - YOUTH PLATFORM
BREGENZERWALD
- STUDENTS TEACH STUDENTS

About Us
- 12 students
- Biology as an elective subject at school
- Self-organised projects

Goals of the Project
- Students teaching students
- Practical learning in nature, outside of the classroom
- Working together with the “Naturpark Nagelfluhkette”
THANK YOU VERY MUCH!

For more information visit our webside: www.cipra.org

Or send an email the project manager:
Michaela Hogenboom
michaela.hogenboom@cipra.org
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